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MESSAGE FROM THE AUTHOR
I’m dedicating this book to every AI Learner, planning to
pursue their career. I have written this book to share my
experiences while transforming my career and challenges I
faced, interviews I failed before getting into the job profile.
In this path of career transition no one going to help us 100%,
some people laugh at us, some people ask us to drop this idea,
some may point us we made a wrong decision, most of the time
even you don’t trust yourself.
Your career transition into AI or into any career demands
bloody pain you need to endure for a long time to see the
hidden beauty of success.
I’m into the situations, where no one helped me, I’m into the
situations where I don’t have projects to place in my resume,
I’m into the situations where I don’t know how to speak
English, I’m into the situation where I don’t know how to
market my resume, I’m into the situations where I don’t know
how to speak in interviews, I’m into the situations where I
thought career transition is so simple, I’m into the situations
where I thought my friends, family, my mentors going to help
me.But the fact is that we need to help ourself in every
situation we are in.
I’m writing this book as a right guidance for every learner who
is transforming to AI.
With Love

kanth
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MY FIRST PAYCHECK

“I started my career as Six Sigma
consultant and I received my first month
salary as INR 3000 and next month I
received around INR 6000.”
― Kanth
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MY JOB HISTORY

Before Six Sigma, I’m a mechanical engineer, no job for 9
months. Got into Six Sigma training, In my training room,
I’m the only fresher, and other participants are experienced
around 10+ years.
Literally I want the job, I can’t take my step backwards, and
I don’t even have sweet time to relax and learn. So, I want
to show significant impact in my training, I used to utilise
my time, and I got the opportunity to work as Six Sigma
person, but they don’t pay me the salary for first 3months.
INR 5000 in my pocket for next 3months and I said yes to
the job. I don’t know how I created the way up to this point.
Only one thing I believe in myself and in my decision which
I made.
Before AI, I’m in Six Sigma, Sales, Marketing, Training
into Six Sigma, ITIL, PMP, Scrum, e.t.c.
After AI,

I’m

in

AI,

Trainings,

Podcasting,

Author, Blogging, Entrepreneur, e.t.c.”
― Kanth
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Youtuber,

1
Chapter
How did I move into the
AI Job Profile?
“Breaking the chaos of career transition with
tenacity.”
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

I’m a mechanical graduate and got into a six sigma job profile and
working under six sigma black belt consultants. Where I used to
work on process excellence and process streamlining, most of my
work involves analysing current processes and designing new
processes which come up with new tools and less human
involvement. Six Sigma strongly believes that we need to remove
human participation and need to make an automated process for
better operations. As a six sigma consultant, I used to identify
different patterns using data and statistics but zero coding and
more of Minitab software for all statistical analysis.

In 2014, I came to know about Machine Learning & Deep
Learning, when I first addressed those words I thought of its more
of Mechanical job profile. But while I’m researching machine
learning, I came to know that making our computers to learn with
less programming(At that point of time I didn’t understand
anything, completely confused by reading that definition).

We’re pretty transparent with job profiles like Six Sigma person
works on Process Excellence and Revenue saving, java developer
on developing software, Database people on handling the
databases and designing them, a tester on testing the code e.t.c.
Still, I’m not clear with what a Machine Learning Engineer going
to do.
Then started asking people about what is machine learning and
how it works as a job profile. “Some people used to say machines
are learning with algorithms” I used to ask how they learn and
what are algorithms?
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

“They used to learn through programming” why programming?
What is the purpose of programming? “Some people used to say
nested loops are nothing but machine learning” I used to feel like
god what exactly machine learning and what these people do in a
real-time job profile.
I thought of doing a lot of research on my own and caught up
around what are the applications of machine learning then i came
to see amazon recommendations, loan approval or rejection,
content suggestions in facebook, google ads targeting e.t.c, runs on
machine learning. Various people said Machine learning is all
about mathematics and programming, how people in these great
companies like amazon, google, apple e.t.c. are using machine
learning into their websites and mobile applications? (Totally
chaotic right!!)

Ufffff! So, I thought of understanding how mobile applications or
web applications are made and thought of linking machine
learning with web applications and mobile applications. Check out
this diagram below which I constructed after reading a series of
articles of more than 3-4days across 30-40 blogs and more.

I started linking machine learning into web applications and
mobile applications and started questioning what the purpose of
linking machine learning is into web or mobile applications? (For
automation)
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

While understanding the pattern of every application of Machine
Learning in the real world, I noticed one intriguing pattern.
Machine learning builds a proactive approach towards customer
purchases, proactive approach towards the failure of devices, a
proactive approach towards loan approval e.t.c. Proactive means
controlling a situation before a possible future outcome. So, with
the help of machine learning, we are trying to control the future
outcome like predicting heart disease, predicting loan approval or
rejection e.t.c.

Unfortunately, I got the meaning of machine learning and purpose
of machine learning engineer, now I need to learn them and need
to implement them, but to implement good knowledge of
programming is required. Still, I didn't know which programming
language to choose like SAS, R, Python e.t.c. Again started
researching on why programming and what are the limitations of
every programming language and when to use? Where to use??
(Most of my learning curve is all about self-study)
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

I started learning various things like supervised learning,
unsupervised
learning,
semi-supervised
learning
and
reinforcement learning(Check below diagram). For every topic, I
used to search for why and when? Few basic algorithms of
supervised and unsupervised learning
(Haaa! totally confused!!!)
Seriously, I didn't get why I learnt all these, and it got difficult to
remember all those mathematical things. I used to get a lot of
errors while implementing them through programming.

At some point, I used to feel like I needed to give up on this
machine learning, but some sort of tenacity held me to continue
with machine learning. Now I need to break this confusion. So, I
decided to implement whatever I learnt on my current work as a
small Proof of concept just to know how exactly it works on my
dataset.
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

Hurray! I felt like I'm an AI engineer, so I constructed my resume
and learnt more algorithms and started searching for jobs.

Conversation with interviewers:
Interviewer: Tell me about your projects??
Me: I started with I worked on Decision Tree, Linear
regression e.t.c.
Interviewer: Whatttttttttttttttt!!
Me: Yes, my projects like I worked on Decision Tree, Linear
Regression e.t.c.
Interviewer: Decision Tree, linear regression e.t.c they are
algorithms. Please explain your projects?
Me: Ufffffffff!
The interview gave rise to new roots in my preparation. I started
thinking about the interviewer question. “Tell me more about the
project?”

Revisited my foundation like the purpose of machine learning to
drive automation and automation drives revenue savings. I need
to thank Six Sigma for that.
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

My first project on AI before transforming to AI Engineer:
As a six sigma consultant, I used to streamline the process for
different tasks. So I selected one process which I need to update
that process with a new automated process. Then I started
picturising the current process vs new process like shown
below.
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

Future Process:
When I started working on my AI project, I picturised everything
like how my new process needs to look like, and I came to know
that there are many technologies need to be added to drive one
automation.

I used technologies like RPA(Robotic Process Automation), Big
Data, Data Science, Software development, IoT, e.t.c. Still, when I
read on internet AI is all about algorithms & programming
language.

Even now, when I speak with various students, professionals and
leaders, they feel AI is all about algorithms like machine learning
& deep learning, close to 90% feel that AI is all about
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

The above process is true still not complete AI Process. Then what
is Artificial Intelligence & What are the components of the AI
Project? (Are you thinking?)

9 Components of AI Project:
Every AI Project comprises of nine components to include to
deliver the right value in the company.
Business Case
ROI (Return on Investment)
What are we improving? What are we automating
Partial Automation/Complete Automation?
What are the techniques for Automation?
RPA
Rule-Based
Data-Driven automation using Machine learning/Deep
Learning.
Exact flow of the human-driven process and new
process/automated process
Nature of deployment & security
Customer/User Satisfaction
15
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

Even I started my project by using the above nine components, and
these nine components change the way we work on our AI project.
It makes us a new dedicated AI engineer who calls about value &
move towards any extent with programming/ML/DL/Rules e.t.c,
The architecture only goal is we need to deliver the best automated
solution which provides value.

Example of AI Project based on the above nine components:
Business Case:
To automate ticket creation from Mailed/Faxed documents
ROI
Reduced man-hours; less human errors
What are we improving and automating?
Transferring of information from Mailed/faxed document to the
main tool (ticket creation process)
Complete or Partial Automation
Partial Automation
What technique are you using to achieve this automation
RPA, NLP, Rule-Based, DL
Exact Human Process of Doing Activities
Scanned documents are received and saved in a shared drive.
Ancillart team picks it up and creates a ticket in our tool (CRM)
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

filling out required fields and attaching a document to the ticket.
Do we need to design a Future Automated process and respective
techniques
The document is opened by an Ancillary rep; the app reads the
document and captures information to be transferred to the CRM
tool (NLP/DL).
Nature of Release
Web Based
Customer Satisfaction
8/10

The dark side of AI Implementation:
We feel like we can do anything with AI, we can automate
anything, we can replace this human wit AI, we can do magic
using AI (LOL!!)
But practically not true(Whatttt!).
Let me share a small cycle of an AI Engineer dark side.
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

But in interviews, if anyone asks you, we are going to say I worked
on AI Project and we explain the process of algorithms like data
collection, data understanding, e.t.c. From those explanations,
interviewers or people who worked on AI can understand that we
are freshers in AI.
A lot of gap between what we learn and what we do! Even my
first AI project within my organisation got all these hurdles. So, I
thought of moving out of the company to expand my knowledge
into the space of AI. But to run into another company, people ask
us for proven portfolio into the field of AI.

I thought of constructing one POC(Proof of concept) for the sake of
my portfolio construction and started working on POC by using
above nine components.
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

I learnt a lot in this small POC end-to-end. Sleepless nights, hustle,
grind, effort, patience, self-motivation, self-learning, selfvalidation, documentation, hands-on coding, thinking like a
business owner, designing the project architecture, as a project
manager, as a software developer e.t.c. One project made me work
on everything which I listed above and the confidence I got by
working is something amazing! Caused me to speak in an
interview, made me crack it, made me speak with any people
related to AI.

“Right knowledge always makes you
speak & stand confident.”
Challenges while working on AI Project:
By looking into above nine components, we feel AI is simple, we
can do automation, but when we start working as nonprogrammer lot of challenges, we face/go through.
I’ll be discussing my challenges detailed in my next chapter. I
constructed my resume after completing this project. Whatever I
had done, I cross-checked with job descriptions of AI and felt I can
crack it & my resume speak more about value using AI/ML/DL.
Due to my one end-to-end project, I have talked pretty more
confident in my interview, and unfortunately, I’m able to crack it.
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

I need to thank my sales skills and six sigma skills, which helped
me to crack the AI Engineer job.
Looks Simple? (Not Really)
Based on my last paragraph, you felt like the process is so simple.
But not really!
Various blocks which I faced in my career transition:
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Chapter-1: How did I move into the AI Job Profile?

We need to master fixing each & every block pretty carefully with
patience & dedication. So, you can achieve your career transition
towards AI.

“Career Transition is more about
transforming your lifestyle &
mindset.”
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2
Chapter
What are my initial
challenges in Job
Profile?
“Any career transition is possible, only if we
don’t have alternatives.”
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

One thing I commonly ask after completion of my interview is that
what I do? If I get this job. Based on their explanation, I will be
preparing more on what they expect from me.
I’ll be utilising my notice period time in preparing all these things
what they expect from me.

Knowledge Transfer:
First few days they gave me KT(Knowledge transfer) on various
things about our clients with whom I was going to work. They
explained to me about our existing AI architectures, data
connections, servers, environment-related KT & different
protocols, templates and methodologies they are using.

First meeting with my Manager:
Meetings with managers are something we can never forget. They
set a lot of expectations on our head, and we feel like superheroes
for a couple of hours until we start working.
We can understand one thing after completion of the meeting, and
we need to work like hell to meet their expectations.
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

Most of the people/managers feel like AI Engineers can do
anything & seriously they treat us like superheroes. But the reality
is different from what they expect about AI.
(LOL!) I hope you need to experience the same feeling of
superheroes and we need to get them to reality and possibilities of
AI.

“Over expectations towards any new
technology creates huge pressure on
top of the team.”
Challenges with Stakeholders:
Below are the points we need to consider while speaking with
stakeholders.

Define the clear mission statement/problem statement:
An improper mission statement may mislead the team to underdeliver the project or over-deliver the project, and Problem
statement is the core for entire AI Project - Sticking to the problem
statement and delivering it without fail is essential.
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

Stay with Empathy:
Ability to understand the problem statement is essential. Proper
understanding of the project leads to the right solution.
Professionals with less empathy may fail to deliver the project.

Be Realistic with Statements:
Never deliver wrong statements or statement which may not be
possible. It may create a wrong impression on your team
lead/Manager/Client. Comments you do on analytics projects must
be pretty realistic, which you are capable enough.

Build the Proper Process:
Make everything to flow under the process. Maintaining process
may help you to do analytical projects on time. Before starting up
with the project, try to build process what to address first? What to
submit in the first release?

“Having and understanding of the
'why'
will
help
having
an
understanding of the 'how'.”
-Bobby Darnell
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

Adding value is the principal motto.
Manage Time, Resources and pressure

AI Project = Less Time + Less
Resources + More Pressure.
Quick in learning & Quick in adoption
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

Different Types of Stakeholders:
Stakeholders can affect or be affected by the organisations are
creditors/directors.
Unaware - They don’t know anything about our AI project
Resistant - They don’t agree with what we say; they are resistant
to changes.
Neutral - They don’t stay resistant, or they may not encourage
they behave neutrally
Supportive - They encourage us they support us if we fail at any
point
Leading - They are more aware of the project, and they guide us
towards implementation.

“Ideas are great. Execution rocks.
Knowing the ROI amplifies the
contributions of everyone involved
and keeps stakeholders happy.”
We feel worried about our job:
I need to satisfy the stakeholders, if I’m unable to meet them, they
feel like we don’t know anything about AI/ML/DL, and it may
risk my job. Convincing & managing stakeholders is critical.
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

If I say anything as ‘No’, I need to have a lot of proven
documentation of not happening. One of my colleagues got fired
similarly due to the lack of convincing & managing skills.

Challenges with EOD:
Need to deliver the task within limited amount of time
Need to be good at time management
Need to identify the priorities first
Need to be a fast thinker
Need to do a bit of multi-tasking
Need to be a fast learner
Need to search for the things which are unknown within less
amount of time
KPIs on AI Project:
Level of Automation
Does this automation add value to the customers
Stability of the model
Transparency of model
Is this accuracy suitable for our environment
Performance of our model
User Interaction
Ease of use
Prediction time
Robustness
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

What is the use of AI?
Adding value to the business
Programming is a tool to drive automation
Automation is the main core idea of Artificial Intelligence
ROI is the main goal of AI
Defect reduction is the main motto behind AI
Building automation with rationality is the core idea.

POC(Proof of Concept) & Challenges:
A proof of concept (POC) is a demonstration, the purpose of which
is to verify that certain concepts or theories have the potential for
real-world application. POC is, therefore, a prototype that is
designed to determine feasibility but does not represent
deliverables

Most of the companies are building POC’s on Artificial
Intelligence.
What is the primary purpose of POC?
To get the real-time project on Artificial Intelligence.
POC need to demonstrate that this implementation can lead to
ROI increase.
POC must convert the client towards the real-time
implementation of it
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Chapter-2: What are my initial challenges in Job Profile?

Challenges with POC:
No data access
The automation which never existed
Automation which can drive ROI
Build models which can stand out of the competitors.
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Chapter
Glimpses about my dayto-day AIJob Role?
“Never stick to the routine.”
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Chapter-3: Glimpses about my day-to-day AI Job Role?

I don’t say I have a routine job profile every day. The AI job
profile varies from company to company but let me share my
experience.

I try to work on my allocated project if there is any delay in my
project like waiting for any approach before moving to the next
project. I’ll be working on another project parallel based on the
requirement shared by my manager.

Most of the time, we work on one/two projects at a time based on
the speed of delivery & level of complexity.

Various Activities in AI Job Profile:
I may visit the client location for Business understanding and
KT on their respective domain and data flow.
I may work on AI Architecture design for my AI Project.
I may work on business understanding & problem formulation.
I may give KT to the client on new technology and new
implementation.
I may construct & demonstrate the POC’s.Daily client calls
I may work on the end-to-end project
I may be part of partial projects on AI for some help
I may spend time on writing the code based on the demand
I may spend time on R & D
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Chapter-3: Glimpses about my day-to-day AI Job Role?

We may do any combination of above activities based on
experience, company size and type of project, e.t.c.

That’s the reason we may be part of the entire AI project, or we
may get involved into few parts of the project as well. We can’t say
I work only on algorithms. It may vary from company to company,
project to project and based on timelines as well.
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Chapter
My first AI Project
Lifecycle
“Construct something beyond expectation using
AI”
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

From now, I’ll be sharing my first AI project lifecycle, which are
the tools I exposed to in the first 6months of my job profile.
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

Business Case:
We need to read & understand the document from document
curator and need to categorise & store them like SOPs, Workflow
documents, e.t.c.

ROI(Return on Investment):
Hundreds of man-hours can be saved from extraction, reviewing,
categorising & uploading to the online library.
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

What are we automating?
Document extraction, understanding/reviewing, categorising &
storing.

What techniques are we using?
RPA, NLU(Natural Language
Learning, Rule-Based

Understanding)

Human Process/ Current Process:
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using

Deep

Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

Automated Process/Future Process:
The success rate of the Future process/Automated process is
dependent on various factors like:
The success rate of PDF Extraction using RPA( Exact
components to extract pdf files from Document curator)The
success rate of PDF Conversion using RPA Tool
The entire categorisation is dependent on our Deep Learning
model & deep learning model accuracy is dependent on the
type of algorithms and quality of data.
If any of the above steps are failing, we can see failure in our
automation.
After categorising based on the above step, we upload the
document into the respective library using rules written by a
web developer.

Highlighted point is very important in entire automation. We
need to select with right algorithm and right data. If an algorithm
is not doing well, we need to know the reasons why it is not doing
well.
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

It’s better to start with constructing the intelligence using deep
learning because entire automation is dependent on
categorisation.

To construct the intelligence using deep learning we follow
AGILE CRISP methodology in our company
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

What is AGILE CRISP:
Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM),
which has been in practice since 1997, is a data mining process
model. It is a robust and proven methodology for guidance. This
framework is tool-agnostic and application/industry neutral. The
main advantage of going with CRISP-DM is it focuses on business
problems as well as data analysis. We could bring together agile
and scrum with CRISP-DM to make sense of data transformation.
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

Steps in CRISP Methodology:
Business understanding (the project
requirements from a business perspective)

objectives

and

Data understanding (exploring data and quality) The heart of
data transformation – data preparation (construction of final
data set from raw data)
Modelling (selection and application of the model) phases
along with interim deployments could comprise sprints.
The evaluation phase of CRISP-DM could become a story or
epic review within the agile framework.
The whole process can be repeated until the model is perfect
and, business accepts the results/product.

Activities in CRISP Methodology:
Meet with key stakeholders to get the vision and value for the
data transformation.
Identify the team and roles – product owner, scrum master,
data scientist, business analyst, SME, lead, and data
developers.
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

Identify the sprint length that is suitable for the organisation
and the project.
Set up the baseline architecture, continuous integration
architecture, and framework for deployments.
Set up project infrastructure and conventions, schedule project
activity and track and report progress.
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Chapter-4: My first AI Project Lifecycle

Identify the sprint length that is suitable for the organisation
and the project.
Set up the baseline architecture, continuous integration
architecture, and framework for deployments.
Set up project infrastructure and conventions, schedule project
activity and track and report progress.
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5
Chapter
Business & Problem
Understanding
“Domain knowledge is the key to deliver the
right automation.”
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding

Key Elements of Domain Knowledge:

We can’t build a proper model with a lack of domain
knowledge
Developers with good domain knowledge can develop better
projects.
Feature selection changes from professional to professional
based on domain expertise.
Feature selection is the core element of ML/DL Project
building.Some best practices to build good domain knowledge.

"Domain
knowledge
is
also
important to know how application
going to be used in real-time and
expected to be performed."
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding

Best Practices to Develop Domain Knowledge:
Try to build process flow chart to understand and to get good
command on any domain.
Try to understand the core elements of domain like:
What do they do?
How do they do?
Purpose of it?
Why this particular project?
The benefit of it?
Before building any ML Model, try to develop good command
on that particular domain.
Build the Map of that domain
Understand every key element in that map
Identify the point where your current project is located
Understand the flow of data, type of data, ways to import it,
nature of data, the pattern of data e.t.c.
And get a clear understanding of every parameter how it is
interlinked to output.
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding

Assumptions on our AI Project:
In real-time, in order to build any AI Project we go with
assumptions and we list out possible assumptions on the
above table.
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding

Understanding the data flow: (Map of the process)
To get a better picture on the domain we need to look into the map
of the process.
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding

Project Understanding:
ML Developer starts every project with project understanding.
Project understanding is a very crucial step of ML/DL Project.
If you fail to understand the project - you may over-deliver the
project or you may under-deliver the project.
The main core of Project Understanding is nothing but
understanding the motto of what the client is expecting from
this particular project.
If you are unable to break what the client is expecting from
you, then chances of project failure increases.
Best machine learning developer spends quality time on Project
understanding and requirement gathering.

Best Practices on Project Understanding:
Why client require an ML/DL Project?
What is he trying to solve/automate with ML/DL?
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Chapter-5: Business & Problem Understanding

Best Practices on Project Understanding:
Cross-check the requirements gathered with client
Think about various possibilities to build the ML/DL Model
Deep dive about what data need to be collected?
For this kind of data, what are the suitable algorithms?
What are the suitable programming languages?
Any techniques to master?
Our company is willing to go with any API’s or need to build
this from scratch.
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6
Chapter
Data
Understanding
“Right data constructs the right intelligence.”
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Chapter-6: Data Understanding

Purpose of Data Understanding:
Prime purpose of Data understanding is to explore the data flow,
describe the every parameter we collected & verify the data quality
check.

Challenges we face before Data Understanding:
I used to face lot of challenge to import data into my python
machine. I used to spend lot of time in understanding the client
environment and we used to construct the various python
scriptings to extract the data from different sensors.
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Dealing with Big Data Servers:
Process of training may be slow.
To handle such a huge data, Your system configuration must be
good.
Time consumption going to be more
Better to relay on cloud platform to handle huge amount of
data
To handle live streaming data, spark going to be good for ML
Operations.
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Types of Data:
RDBMS: Relational Database management system, We can see the
relationship between one table to another table. We need to join
them based on common columns.

Non-SQL: We store information in key-value pair in Non-SQL
Database and most of the unstructured data we store in Non-SQL
Databases and structured information we store in RDBMS.
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Data Quality Check for right intelligence:
Based on the deliverables and requirements gathered from the
above stage, need to check the data quality.
Whether this data suitable or not.
But the challenge is if you are working on a project from the
different domain which you don’t know.
Need to take support SME or from client-side team to get a
better understanding of data
Data Understanding and Statistics are used to check data
quality.If the data quality is good, you can undertake the
project.
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Best practices on Data Quality:
Compare your Deliverables vs Data Available
Check for the granularity of information available.
Know the purpose of every column available
Understand the change in the pattern of data based on
different levels of rows.
Build good confidence on entire data provided to
deliver a better solution
Quality impacting parameters - Improper information,
more outliers, no pattern, special character, improper
column names, columns less related to output, more
variance e.t.c.

What do we do in case of no data availability?
Look for any external API’s
Try to recreate the data
Try to read papers related to a similar kind of project
and check for data they collected
Try to look for a similar kind of data.
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Chapter-7: Model Building & Evaluation

In machine learning context, we got three types:
Supervised Learning: Specific output
Unsupervised Learning: No Specific Output
Reinforcement Learning: Continuous learning.
Our problem statement “Categorising the documents” contains
specific output we need to categorise them into a specific name like
workflow document of SPOs e.t.c.

Supervised learning consists of one global equation.
Y = f(x)

X = Input Parameters
Y = Output Parameter
Based on our problem statement:
X = text written in pdf document
Y = category of that document
“Change in the written text change the category of the document.”
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So, we need to pick Supervised learning techniques from Machine
Learning. But there are various supervised learning algorithms:
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Based on my problem statement, I’m choosing LSTMs for NLU
tasking on text data. I knew the internal math of LSTMs, which is
suitable for sequential data. For understanding the conext of the
text document, I’m using BERT networks from Google, which is
an unsupervised learning technique.
The architecture looks like this for my document classification
problem:
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Why above architecture?
I need to classify the pdf documents into different categories. I'm
handling with text data, to handle text data we got different
techniques like:
NLP: Natural Language Processing help us to handle the text
data and helps us to remove the errors or challenges with text
data, and NLP helps us to convert text data into matrix called
as TFIDF.
NLU: Natural Language Understanding helps us to construct
the intelligence to our machine to understand the text
information available. To review our text document we want
to create an intelligence to our machine to categorise it. To
create this intelligence we are using LSTMs from Deep
Learning.
NLG: Natural Language Generator helps us to generate the
natural language like auto-completion, e.t.c.

Why LSTMs?
LSTMs from deep learning are very good at Sequential
predictions. Our machine need to understand the text document
based on sequential format. So, we are choosing LSTM Networks.
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Why BERT Networks?
BERT Networks are used for understanding the better context in
the text document. BERT was created by Google for
understanding their search queries. BERT is an unsupervised way
of learning technique.

Final Summarisation:
We are collecting the text document and we are doing necessary
data cleaning using NLP and we are pushing it to BERT
Networks for understanding the context of the document and to
LSTMs for classification of document.
Intelligence constructed using LSTMs is very important, the
amount of forget bias we are adding plays a crucial role in
LSTMs.
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Any importance with Math behind the algorithm?
Math is very important, to choose the right algorithm for right
automation. Math doesn't mean just understanding the high level
picture of the algorithm. Even I faced same issue while browsing
over the youtube videos or blog I can find very high level picture
about math. But no one going is deep into mathematical equations.
Deep mathematical equations are the key for understanding
behaviour of the algorithm and to select it for our automation.

"Understand the math in deeper
dimensions, it going to show you
the desired automation"
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How to choose the right algorithm?
Based on the type of project
Based on data you captured
Based on the environment model need to perform
Based on the usage of the modelBased on the Robustness

Predict the next product purchase from the customer?
(Don't say Recommendations Engine). Which
algorithm we use to predict the above activity.
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Based on Project Requirements:
My data contains a huge amount of variance.
My project requires more stability.
My project requires more accuracy.
My model requires robustness.

Why is internal math important?
The internal mechanism is mandatory for ML Projects, based
on the internal mechanism; we can understand its application
to our automation.
The theory behind every algorithm
Maths behind this algorithm
Implementation of algorithm
Pro’s and Con’s of algorithms
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We can code ML/DL using below programming languages:
We choose the programming language based on the deployment
environment.
Based on ease of code
Based on ease of deployment
Amount of data need to be handled
Which tools contains more options and flexibility
Client preference(Some cases)
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Model Evaluation:
Confusion in Model Evaluation? Even I used to have the same:
Various evaluation techniques to remember?
What to use and how to use?
How to differentiate one evaluation technique over the other
Can you think about various evaluation techniques?
Why a single
techniques

algorithm

requires
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Purpose of Model Evaluation:
To confirm an algorithm, only just accuracy doesn’t suffice.
Accuracy just speaks about right vs wrong predictions.
But in order to release a model in real-time more than
accuracy is required.
To make our model evaluation more concrete - we want more
methods to submit.
Accuracy - For Right vs Wrong Predictions
Precision - Stability
MSE/MAE - Calculation learning loss between actual vs
predicted
AUC/ROC - Separability and Probability
Confusion - Individual class precision, accuracy
f1 Score, P-Value, R2 Square e.t.c. - Linear Regression
Evaluation
Plots - To understand the model in better view
Best Practice for model evaluation
Showcase as many evaluation techniques as possible for model
evaluation to make your statement more concrete.
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Model Evaluation Best Practices which I follow:
Show as many metrics as possible to make your statement more
concrete
Show combination of both metrics + plots
Histograms, line graphs, and probability plots, scatter plots
e.t.c. are highly used visualisations for model evaluation.
Always give detailed explanation about model evaluation
Keep in mind - Client don’t have any knowledge on technical
things.
Reports going to work more with model evaluation.
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Chapter-8: Model Deployment & Release

I need to deploy my machine learning model, known as model
deployment. Simply means to integrate a machine learning
model

and

integrate

it

into

an

existing

production

environment (1) where it can take in an input(from Front
End)

and

return

an

output

based

on

Intelligence(located in the backend) to the front end.
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ML/DL

Chapter-8: Model Deployment & Release

With our python, we can construct the ML/DL Intelligence,
with flask, we can build the backend, and with html, we can
build the frontend.
To store all this code at one place, we use Git repository. But to
run all the above script as the application we want a platform
to run.
Cloud based Platform as a Service(PaaS):
Platform as a service (PaaS) or application platform as a service
(aPaaS) or platform-based service is a category of cloud
computing services that provides a platform allowing customers
to develop,

run,

and

manage

applications

without

the

complexity of building and maintaining the infrastructure.

Most of the startups don’t invest in buying the infrastructure, so
they go with cloud based platforms as a service like heroku,
AWS, Azure, e.t.c. for deployment of our models. Final
Integration:We integrate all the three technologies like RPA,
NLU & Rule-Based into our Backend. We need to select the
programming language of machine learning/deep learning
based on the backend.
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Release vs Deployment:
Shadow Mode Deployment: “Shadow Mode” or “Dark Launch”
as Google calls it is a technique where production traffic and
data is run through a newly deployed version of a service or
machine learning model, without that service or model actually
returning the response or prediction to customers/other systems.
Instead, the old version of the service or model continues to
serve responses or predictions, and the new version’s results are
merely captured and stored for analysis.
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Deployment:
Customers may not necessarily use our new automated process;
We deploy our models to analyse its behaviour on our real-time
data before releasing it to the live.

Final Release:
We expose our customers to our new service or our new
automated process. We call it a model release. Up and running
of new process we call it as Final Release. Once we release the
model to real-time, we need to perform CI/CD.

Continuous integration & Continuous Deployment.
Continuous integration (CI) is a development practice that
requires developers to commit code into a shared repository at
least daily.
Continuous delivery is a methodology that focuses on making
sure software is always in a releasable state throughout its
lifecycle.
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CI & CD builds on the ecosystem:
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Dev:
We build the code for ML/Deep Learning using algorithms
which are suitable for the production
Test:
We test the code using our test data
Acceptance Test:
We perform cross-validation, we check for stability, precision,
separability e.t.c. for accepting our model and based on the
results, we release our model to deployment
Deployment:
In the deployment we monitor the model based on real-time
data and we analyse our model.
Release:
If our model is doing well, even in deployment we release our
model to the live process.

Note: At any stage the tests are failing we need to stop the
process and we need to fix it from the start.
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Continuous Improvement:
Based on release, we need to monitor our model and we need to
repeat the cycle of Dev, Testing, Deployment, Release and
Continuous improvement.
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Deployment got simplified using Sagemaker:
No need to worry about how to deploy the models for
monitoring your models performance. AWS Sagemaker helps
every AI Engineer to deploy the model as simple as possible.
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Mobile Deployment:
Core ML is the foundation for domain-specific frameworks and
functionality. Core ML supports Vision for image analysis,
Natural Language for natural language processing, and
GameplayKit for evaluating learned decision trees. Core ML
itself builds on top of low-level primitives like Accelerate and
BNNS, as well as Metal Performance Shaders.
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When we say AI, High configuration systems & high infra is
important.
Why AWS?
It's better to perform entire task in cloud rather than going for
large configuration systems and servers in house, and pay for
what you use.

Even I perform various automations using AWS and with one
of the amazing feature called as AWS Lambda. Something
seriously I use for great automations for my clients from
banking, insurance, telecom and manufacturing.
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EC2:
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud is a web service that
provides compute capacity in the AWS cloud. You have several
choices of instance types, operating systems, and software
packages available. You will need to choose an appropriate mix
of instance types based on your specific use cases.
EC2 instances can be launched in one or more geographical
locations or regions and also within one or more AZs belonging
to a specific region.

EC2 Container :
It means that there is no downtime for the system and the
service is always available to serve any request.
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AWS Lambda:
AWS Lambda service supports executing your code in response
to certain events within your application. Such events could
include website clicks, image uploads, updates to certain data
fields, document transformation, indexing, anomaly detection,
errors detected in log files, sensitive or auditable events,
unusual readings from sensors, and so on.

S3:
Amazon S3 is a highly durable and distributed data store.
Using a web services interface, you can store and retrieve large
amounts of data as objects in buckets (containers). The stored
objects are also accessible from the web via HTTP.

AWS EBS :
Amazon EBS is a highly available and durable persistent
block-level storage volume for use with Amazon EC2 instances.
You can configure EBS with SSD (general purpose or
provisioned IOPS) or magnetic volumes. Each EBS volume is
automatically replicated within its Availability Zone (AZ).
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AWS Glacier :
Amazon Glacier is a low-cost storage service that is typically
used for archival and backups.

AWS RDS:
Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) provides an easy
way to set up, operate, and scale a relational database in the
cloud. Database options available from AWS include MySQL,
Oracle, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and Amazon Aurora. With
RDS, you can launch a DB instance and get access to a fullfeatured MySQL database and not worry about managing or
administering it.

CloudWatch
CloudWatch is a monitoring service for your AWS resources.
It enables you to retrieve monitoring data, set alarms,
troubleshoot problems, and take actions based on the issues in
your cloud environment.
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Use case Using AWS Lambda

AWS Lambda one of the best feature in AWS, We can run
multiple AWS services using AWS Lambda. Let me share my
work using AWS Lamda.
We store our data which we generate from the website into
AWS S3 Buckets.
We construct our deep learning models using AWS
Sagemaker, which is similar to our juypter notebook.
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We choose the docker container from nearest region.
We collect the data from our S3 bucket, we train our model,
test our model, evaluate our model based on the evaluation
results we deploy the model back to S3 bucket.
We need to test the model in deployed environment for
couple of weeks. So, I thought of writing AWS Lambda.
AWS Lambda need to trigger the model and need to predict
the results once the data got generated into the S3 Bucket.
Prediction results need to be store backed into S3 bucket &
Email notification need to be shared to the concerned
manager/analyst to analyse those results.
Simple usecase I explained but in real-time we perform complex
taskings using AWS Lambda.
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Final Note

Each and every chapter consists of a lot of mastering, pain,
failures, giving up at a certain point, down in motivation, we
need to push ourselves.
To master it inch by inch it pulled more than 5 years with
learning,

implementation,

failure,

feedback

and

again

mastering it.
If you are planning to get into AI Career, first believe in
yourself that you are not going to leave this field until you
achieve your dream. Do everything with patience and effort
everything going to fall on your path.

"Individuals who can persevere
through the torment for quite a
while can see the outcomes."
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AUTHOR NOTE

I’m dedicating this book to every AI Learner, planning to pursue their career. I
have written this book to share my experiences while transforming my career and
challenges I faced, interviews I failed before getting into the job profile.
In this path of career transition no one going to help us 100%, some people laugh
at us, some people ask us to drop this idea, some may point us we made a wrong
decision, most of the time even you don’t trust yourself.
Your career transition into AI or into any career demands bloody pain you need
to endure for a long time to see the hidden beauty of success.
I’m into the situations, where no one helped me, I’m into the situations where I
don’t have projects to place in my resume, I’m into the situations where I don’t
know how to speak English, I’m into the situation where I don’t know how to
market my resume, I’m into the situations where I don’t know how to speak in
interviews, I’m into the situations where I thought career transition is so simple,
I’m into the situations where I thought my friends, family, my mentors going to
help me.But the fact is that we need to help ourself in every situation we are in.
I’m writing this book as a right guidance for every learner who is transforming to
AI.
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